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Face Lift for Pioneer Square

Celebrating 52 Years
Preserving Our Past – Protecting Our Future

Since its grand opening in 1984, Pioneer Courthouse Square, Portland’s much 
loved “living room” is one of the most visited public sites in Oregon.  After thirty years of 
enjoyment, and over 10 million visitors annually, the Square needed significant repair 

and renovation to address the failing waterproof membrane, the 
deteriorating brick plaza, structural failures, as well as needed 
restroom upgrades.

As a key team member, our crews are replacing the existing 
deteriorating exterior material on the Stoa (terra cotta) columns. 
The column bases will be waterproofed behind and replaced 
with new UPHC (ultra high performance concrete)  pieces. 
The existing pavers were removed (not salvaged) and will be 
replaced with new pavers with their original inscriptions to be 
engraved onsite and replaced within the same vicinity.  Suppliers 
returned to Spain to source and procure the replacement 
fountain granite. Crews are also setting all the new granite panels 
with waterproofing behind.

All Membrane waterproofing is being removed by others and Pioneer is applying new 215-mil hot fluid applied 
waterproofing.  After installation we are testing the membrane for breaches using Electronic Field Vector Mapping (service provided by ILD).  
This is part of the QA/QC program to ensure a watertight system.  Pioneer is proud to be part the Square’s restoration team and look forward 
to a ‘new’ grand opening in just a few weeks.

Keeping Buildings Safe Historic North Head 
Lighthouse
Ilwaco, Washington

When panels unexpectedly fell off 
Portland’s downtown 66-year old 
1400 Fifth Avenue Building 
this past April, the occupants were 
evacuated within 10 minutes. 
Luckily, a prompt and thorough 
building assessment determined 
there was no structural damage 
or danger of collapse.  Property 
owner Melvin Mark Companies 
took the next step to retain 
Pioneer to stabilize the building 
keeping it safe for tenants and 
visitors.  We initially stabilized the 
failing terracotta veneer utilizing 
straps and steel plates out of boomlift. We also pinned the panels 
above with heli-ties and then removed the veneer and installed 
heli-ties on the entire structure. Finally replacing the failing panels 
with GFRC panels from Architectural Castings.

Oregon’s North Head Lighthouse, built in one of the 
windiest locations in the United States, was constructed to 
provide an aide to navigation for ships approaching from 
the north. Those ships could not see Cape Disappointment 
lighthouse, two miles to the south, in time to safely enter 
the Columbia River channel. The lighthouse tower was 
built in 1898, 65 feet above the ground, and designed 
large enough to hold the Fresnel lens transferred from 
Cape Disappointment lighthouse.  The light was lit from 
dusk to dawn with cleaning and polishing being done 
during the daylight hours. The cleaning and maintenance 
of the light and lens was the most important duty of the 
keepers. The lighthouse became automated in 1961.

Our services included removal and replacement of all of 
the sandstone bands at the top of the lighthouse. We also 
re-opened 6-window openings that had previously been 
filled in and our subcontractor is installing new, handcrafted 
wood windows to match the original design. Other work 
includes re-plastering the tower and applying a mineral 

based coat-
ing to the 
exterior, new electrical service and a de-humidifying system to help 
preserve the building.

Pioneer has also restored the Heceta Head (Florence, OR) and Yaquina 
(Newport, OR) historic lighthouses.

General Contractor: Howard S. Wright, a division of Balfour Beatty Corporation

Completion Date: July/Aug 2017

“ This type of building skin failure is very rare but 
luckily the fix is very effective. The building will hold 
tight for another 66 years!”

~ Josh Jensen, Project Manager 
Pioneer Waterproofing

“ The experience of Pioneer’s staff is just what Washington 
State Parks needed to undertake the masonry restoration 
of this iconic lighthouse.  It’s the busiest place in one 
of our most visited parks, and we are already getting 
very positive comments on the work completed so 
far. Pioneer is dedicated to high quality results.”

~  Alex McMurry, Historic Preservation Planner 
Washington State Parks

“ Even with a number of unforeseen 
conditions, Pioneer has been 
committed to maintaining the 
schedule and providing the highest 
level of craft and excellence in 
their workmanship. We are lucky 
to have Pioneer help renovate 
Portland’s Living Room!”

~ Robin Johnson Craig 
Capital Project Manager  
Portland Parks & Recreation
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Stabilizing Trinity Place Apartments
The city of Portland’s Bureau of Emergency Management’s new earthquake safety 
mandate has a list of 1700 un-reinforced buildings targeted for seismic updates over the 
next 20 years.  Building owner Walt McMonies has led by example and his Trinity Place 
Apartments are now only the 3rd structure behind Union Station and the Crystal Ballroom 
to complete this stabilization effort.

The Seismic upgrade project was designed 
by Portland based DCI Engineers and 
consisted of 3-phases. Phase 1 braced the 
parapet walls and ties them back to the roof 
structure. Phase 2 involved anchoring all of 
the floor levels to the URM (un-reinforced 
masonry) walls. During the recently 
completed Phase 3,  Pioneer worked with 
subcontractor PLI Systems to drill 30 holes 
from the top of the building down 35 feet 
into the foundation. Steel rods were then 
inserted into the holes and then filled 
with grout to add seismic resistance to 
the building. This final phase took seven 
weeks to complete.  All 3-phases were 
completed while the building remained 
100% occupied.

Meeting Pioneers’ People…
The wonderful team in our front office keeps the business 
side of our projects on track and we wanted to introduce 
these talented individuals to our readers.

Jessica Carter, our Accounts Receivable Administrator loves working 
with numbers and jumps at any opportunity to process reports and 
create spreadsheets. Her 
primary responsibilities 
a r e  i n vo i c i ng  and 
processing payments 
and she also submits the 
Certified Payroll Reports 
for prevai l ing wage 
projects.  An employee 
since 2009 and mother 
to two, Jessica thinks of 
Pioneer as her second 
family and her favorite 
aspect of work is the day-
to-day interaction with 
her co-workers and our 
customers.

Summer Hunter joined 
Pioneer in 2013 and 
serves as our HR/Payroll 
Administrator. Besides the 
multitude of tasks related 
to weekly payroll, she 
helps create our required 
safety documents by 
analyzing job hazards and how to keep employees and the public safe 
from those hazards. Summer thrives on being a problem solver and 
loves to jump in to help any co-worker with a project.  A mom to a 
toddler, her second child is due this fall.

Sara Crawford, daughter of President Mike Crawford and 
granddaughter to founder Tom Crawford grew up around Pioneer.  
After earning a degree in English from OSU she currently serves as 
the Accounts Payable/Material Purchasing Manager.  Sara loves the 
challenge of sourcing and executing delivery on specific materials and 
maintaining a strong connection between the office and the field 
crews. She makes sure the crews get what they need and on time, 
as she understands our projects and services can’t happen without 
prepared job sites. In her off time, Sara fosters kittens at the local rescue 
and has two cats of her own; Watson and Wilson.

Thank you Jessica, Summer and Sara for helping make 
Pioneer a great company!

Left to Right: Summer, Sara, Jessica

“ I have been very happy with Pioneer’s work over the years. For Trinity, they 
met tight deadlines and were very responsive. It’s been a great experience.”

~ Walt McMonies, Building  Owner


